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Tweet
RT @AIANational: Ready for #aiachat: 5/2 2pm ET? Chat w/panel of
arch critics & reporters about architecture in media,
http://t.co/b05gz041
ICC - IBC hearings discussing addn of BIPV Products - Building
Integrated Photovoltaics to building code #aia #aiachat #bldgcodes
ICC IBC committee approves BIPV language - now addressing
rooftop mtd PV fire classification #aia #aiachat #energy #bldgcodes
ICC - IBC hearing committee has approved fire classification rating
reqts for rooftop mtd pv systems #aia #aiachat #bldgcodes #energy
What annoys you about architecture coverage in the media? Let's
chat about it Wed May 2 at 2pm ET, http://t.co/fVYrX4hQ #aiachat
RT @AIANational: What annoys you about architecture coverage in
the media? Let's chat about it Wed May 2 at 2pm ET,
http://t.co/fVYrX4hQ #aiachat
I'm talking architecture tomorrow at 2p with a #FF's worth of
writers—@JohnKingSFChron @IngaSaffron @cliffkuang
@emilymbadger—at #aiachat.
Will you all be at #AIA2012? @kristoncapps Talking architecture, Wed
@ 2p @JohnKingSFChron @IngaSaffron @cliffkuang @
emilymbadger #aiachat
tuning in tomorrow for architecture+media talk #aiachat
Join me on Twitter at this time Wed. w/ @JohnKingSFChron
@emilymbadger Kriston Capps, Cliff Kuang for chat on arch crit. #
aiachat 2-3:30Est
RT @IngaSaffron: Join me on Twitter at this time Wed. w/
@JohnKingSFChron @emilymbadger Kriston Capps, Cliff Kuang for
chat on arch crit. #aiachat 2-3:30Est
RT@AIANational What annoys you about architecture coverage in
the media? Let's chat about it tomorrow @2pm ET
http://t.co/EUEPnZIB #aiachat
RT @kristoncapps: I'm talking architecture tomorrow at 2p with
@JohnKingSFChron @IngaSaffron @cliffkuang @emilymbadger—at
#aiachat.
RT @AIANational: What annoys you about architecture coverage in
the media? Let's chat about it Wed May 2 at 2pm ET,
http://t.co/fVYrX4hQ #aiachat
Trying to get back in the swing of things. First up, today's
@AIANational #aiachat at 2pm. See you there!
I'm twitter-chatting with far more expert architecture writers this
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afternoon at 2 pm, if you'd like to watch me listen to them. #aiachat
ikminc
RT @aianational: What annoys you about architecture coverage in
the media? Let's chat Wed May 2 at 2pm ET, http://t.co/kSeMtRUE #
aiachat
pmswish
#AECSM Peeps join #aiachat MT @aianational: ...architecture
coverage in the media? Wed May 2 at 2pm ET, http://t.co/EhHrl6Mm
agostudios
ICC - IBC hrgs now - General Section mod's being heard - private
garage construction separations on the floor #aia #aiachat
#bldgcodes
AIANational
How do you like coverage of architecture in the media? Let's chat
about it today at 2pm EST, http://t.co/fVYrX4hQ #aiachat
architectmag
Tune into #aiachat at 2p today for a chat with @architectmag and
@JohnKingSFChron @IngaSaffron @cliffkuang @emilymbadger
@kristoncapps.
AIANational
To our new followers, we hold a monthly chat on a specific topic. New
to chats? Start here, http://t.co/FgJ24kpx #aiachat
thegriffin110
RT @AIANational: To our new followers, we hold a monthly chat on a
specific topic. New to chats? Start here, http://t.co/FgJ24kpx #aiachat
BuildingOnline
RT @AIANational: How do you like coverage of architecture in the
media? Let's chat about it today at 2pm EST, http://t.co/fVYrX4hQ #
aiachat
lithoniaLED
RT @AIANational: How do you like coverage of architecture in the
media? Let's chat about it today at 2pm EST, http://t.co/fVYrX4hQ #
aiachat
MichaelRoushAIA RT @AIANational: How do you like coverage of architecture in the
media? Let's chat about it today at 2pm EST, http://t.co/fVYrX4hQ #
aiachat
builderonline
RT @architectmag: Tune into #aiachat at 2p today for a chat with
@architectmag and @JohnKingSFChron @IngaSaffron @cliffkuang
@emilymbadger @kristoncapps.
tdechant
RT @emilymbadger: I'm twitter-chatting with far more expert
architecture writers this afternoon at 2 pm, if you'd like to watch me
listen to them. #aiachat
WrshpDesigner
Designers, get your free subscription to Worship Facilities DESIGNER
Magazine at #aiachat #architecture Plz RT http://t.co/BSj0nIdv
RDBmagazine
Looking to get publicity? Check out today's #aiachat . Panel of
industry pubs on how architects can get coverage
http://t.co/9GZcsPWM
IESVE
RT @AIANational: How do you like coverage of architecture in the
media? Let's chat about it today at 2pm EST, http://t.co/Ddh48ZyF #
aiachat
ISS_Software
AIAChat: Architect Publicity http://t.co/CpetT0JR
agostudios
ICC - IBC Code hearings debating health care and assisted care code
amendments now. #aia #aiachat #bldgcodes
BRossRussell
RT @ISS_Software: AIAChat: Architect Publicity http://t.co/CpetT0JR
renownmktg
Sounds good! 1 pm CT. RT @rdbmagazine: Today's #aiachat: Panel
of industry editors on how architects can get coverage
http://t.co/MENib2pB
contractmag
Will you be joining the #AIAchat at 2:00 pm EST today?
http://t.co/VXa6olvm Today's topic is #media coverage for #architects
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RT @contractmag: Will you be joining the #AIAchat at 2:00 pm EST
today? http://t.co/VXa6olvm Today's topic is #media coverage for
#architects
JohnKingSFChron What's an #aiachat? Beats me but I'm in one today. 11 a.m. PST
w/wickedly astute @IngaSaffron & other scribes.Tune in.
marcymarro
RT @AIANational: How do you like coverage of architecture in the
media? Let's chat about it today at 2pm EST, http://t.co/fVYrX4hQ #
aiachat
ArchMagDeane
RT @architectmag: Tune into #aiachat at 2p today for a chat with
@architectmag and @JohnKingSFChron @IngaSaffron @cliffkuang
@emilymbadger @kristoncapps.
emilymbadger
Q3 I also love pitches, ideas that surprise me, that are
counter-intuitive. #aiachat
AndrewMikhael
@ladyaia must need a lot of projects to announce something every
month? #aiachat
HawkinsArch
Hey all. can we change to #aiachatt that may solve some real time
issues here...... just a suggestion. #aiachat
WhoDatConsults Q3 #aiachat | repetitive press releases and quality blog posts. Social
media has changed entire journalism game...get involved directly g/b
BenUyeda
Criticism isnt dying, listening is being neglected in favor of self
promotion which seems to be thought of as more useful #aiachat
stevekleber
RT @architectmag: Q3 And for PR pros, no cutesy tricks. Don't start a
subject line with "RE:" for example. (That's so annoying.) #aiachat
IngaSaffron
I'm always amazed at the number of PR people who pitch stories but
don't include pics. #aiachat
BenUyeda
On a positive note young designers seem to be more proactive and
aren’t as willing to wait for peer approval and patronage #aiachat
KariAEC
RT @mike_kohn: Q3 Similar to finding a job, I think
building/maintaining relationships with appropriate
channels/publications is helpful. #aiachat
cubanheat
RT @shamit: RT @White_Good: Q3: A editor once told me, "In the
publishing world, your project/product is only as good as your
photography." #aiachat
aarieff
Amen RT@JohnKingSFChronnQ3 Don't trumpet the #98th iteration of
sustainability or similar trends. Show us what's around the corner. #
aiachat
WhoDatConsults #RT @dstutzman Perception of professions is cyclical. It may be a
reaction to the current job market #AIAChat | exactly our point as well
AndrewMikhael
RT @emilymbadger: Q3 I also love pitches, ideas that surprise me,
that are counter-intuitive. #aiachat
zdevans
Visual artists love (need) photos! RT @IngaSaffron: I'm always
amazed at the number of PR people who pitch stories without pics. #
aiachat
IngaSaffron
@emaleigh @HawkinsArch @JohnKingSFChron Totally agree. But
sadly local papers are too busy chasing crime and politics. #aiachat
marcymarro
RT @AIA_Media: Q3 What tips can you share for ways for
architects/firms to get coverage of their projects? #aiachat
bashless_
A3 I agree about the photography comment. Upcoming generations
are more and more visual. If you don't have great pix, forget it! #
aiachat
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RT @AIA_Media: Sorry for the spam Q4 Can you share pet peeves
and "to don'ts" for anyone contacting you about media coverage? #
aiachat
toodogsus
RT @JohnKingSFChron: Q3 Don't trumpet the #98th iteration of
sustainability or similar trends. Show us what's around the corner. #
aiachat
emilymbadger
Q3 @IngaSaffron I agree w/ this. it really helps me to see images
myself and to imagine what they look like accompanying story. #
aiachat
toryk
Nail on the head!! @aarieff @JohnKingSFChron Q3 Don't trumpet
#98th iteration of sustainability. Show us what's around the corner. #
aiachat
emilymbadger
Q3 we have the ability online to reproduce a lot of images, visuas,
graphics and readers love them. so pitch visually, too. #aiachat
renownmktg
@ingasaffron I usually include photos but we're often warned not to
send photo attachments. I include links when possible. #aiachat
RTKLAssociates @IngaSaffron We agree that pics are important Sometimes its hard to
decide whether to tell larger story or show amazing images #aiachat
toryk
RT @AIA_Media: Sorry for the spam Q4 Can you share pet peeves
and "to don'ts" for anyone contacting you about media coverage? #
aiachat
kmajune9
@mike_kohn Q3. This is absolutely useful for ongoing media
coverage. #aiachat #aiachatt
WhoDatConsults RT @ladyaia: A3. I challenge every architect and architecture firm to
write a PR announcement every 60 days to improve the perception #
aiachat
dstutzman
Educate, educate, educate. It will show you are an industry leader #
AIAChat
billraia
@AIA_Media A4 make sure they talk to someone who knows the
project and has some responsibility. Don't pass it off to a jr. person #
AIAChat
IngaSaffron
@ladyaia @AndrewMikhael You're better off situating the project in a
topical issue than talking up inhouse stuff. #aiachat
fRiGgJameZ
#aiachat http://t.co/XwyjfktY
kathy_moore
#Architect and #Planning professionals -- check out today's #aiachat
discussing relationship between design and publicity. Good tips.
emilymbadger
@renownmktg @ingasaffron yes, links are great as they don't clog up
the inbox. #aiachat
JohnKingSFChron @renownmktg @ingasaffron Q3 low-res images do trick. Gives us
range of ideas, we can folo up w/request for higher-res for use. #
aiachat
cliffkuang
Both can be done. 2 grafs, 2 pics RT @RTKLAssociates:
@IngaSaffron Hard to decide on telling larger story or amazing
images #aiachat
AIANational
Let's follow @HawkinsArch and use #aiachatt and see if we can keep
our convo going, folks. #aiachat
kristoncapps
Q3 Our inboxes look a lot like this #aiachat—filled with spam! Be
brief, be clear, avoid superlatives, include an image, include a link.
White_Good
A3 Everything is visual. Since #FB switched to Timeline, engagement
w/ video and pic posts went up 49% & 52% http://t.co/lzG4mzKL #
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aiachat
dstutzman
Tried the AIAChat today. I have never seen spamming such as this.
Completely distracted conversation
HopeworksDesign RT @kathy_moore: #Architect and #Planning professionals -- check
out today's #aiachat discussing relationship between design and
publicity.
toryk
RT @AIANational: Let's follow @HawkinsArch and use #aiachatt and
see if we can keep our convo going, folks. #aiachat
kathy_moore
@dinet You might be interested in today's #aiachat (they're talking
about media, building relationships, raising visibility.)
cliffkuang
That works. RT @HawkinsArch: Hey all. can we change to #aiachatt
that may solve some real time issues here. #aiachat #aiachatt
IngaSaffron
@marcymarro @AIA_Media You need make a case for why someone
who knows nothing about architecture would be interested in the
story. #aiachat
White_Good
RT @AIANational: Lets follow @HawkinsArch and use #aiachatt and
see if we can keep our convo going, folks. #aiachat #aiachatt
shamit
RT @AIANational: Let's follow @HawkinsArch and use #aiachatt and
see if we can keep our convo going, folks. #aiachat
LauraBedrossian RT @AIANational: Let's follow @HawkinsArch and use #aiachatt and
see if we can keep our convo going, folks. #aiachat
marcymarro
RT @AIANational: Lets follow @HawkinsArch and use #aiachatt and
see if we can keep our convo going, folks. #aiachat
AndrewMikhael
using tweetchat and blocking spammers cleared up my screen #
aiachat
crossvilleinc
RT @kristoncapps: Q3 Be brief, be clear, avoid superlatives, include
an image, include link #aiachat
contractmag
RT @AIANational: Let's follow @HawkinsArch and use #aiachatt and
see if we can keep our convo going, folks. #aiachat
PFrench1
#aiachat Get to know journalists' interests and pitch projects
accordingly. Not all projects apply to all pubs
architectmag
Q4 Do: Send an email. Don't: Leave a voicemail. Absolutely never:
Call following up on the email you just sent. #aiachat
IngaSaffron
@ladyaia @AndrewMikhael Maybe so, but I see my job as covering
'architecture' not 'architecture firms.' #aiachat
merxaus
RT @IngaSaffron: All newspaper criticism is suffering, art, music,
dance. The difference is arch crit affects how people live. #aiachat
Engineered_Wood RT @contractmag: We are participating in @AIA_Media chat about
the #media and #architecture. To join the convo tweet with hashtag #
aiachat
IngaSaffron
Now that so many buildings are green, it seems like being green isn't
enough to make a project a story. #aiachat
mike_kohn
Q5 Is the "story" behind a project compelling? Or is it more innovation
in design? Or something else that catches your attention? #aiachat
EvolvingCritic
RT @kristoncapps: Q3 Our inboxes look a lot like this #aiachat—filled
with spam! Be brief, be clear, avoid superlatives, include an image,
include a link.
archornamental
@architectmag Q4 #aiachat And if you don't get a reply email?
cobrooke
@ladyaia A3 we don't need press releases, we just need to stop
polluting the built environment with crap-then perception changes #
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aiachat
@mike_kohn People care about their communities.It's helpful if
architects can articulate how their projects help Q of life.. #aiachat
@archornamental @architectmag Try a twitter message as a nudge.
#aiachat
@IngaSaffron That doesn't surprise me. The more connection people
have to a story, the more they'll care, naturally. #aiachat
RT @architectmag: Q4 Do: Send an email. Don't: Leave a voicemail.
Absolutely never: Call following up on the email you just sent. #
aiachat
.@mike_kohn Ppl care abt their communities. It's helpful if architects
can articulate how their projects help Q of life.. #aiachat
Looks like the #aiachat about Architecture & Media moved over to #
aiachatt with an extra *t* to combat spam. Go forth twittering there.
True!RT @Word_Factory: l care abt their communities. Its helpful if
architects can articulate how their projects help Q of life.. #AIAChat
One thing I've learned anew during my year as a Harvard Loeb is that
architects don't know how to explain their work to civilians. #aiachat
That is usually a given. MT @ingasaffron: 1 thing I've learned is
architects don't know how to explain their work to civilians. #aiachat
RT @IngaSaffron: One thing I've learned anew during my year as a
Harvard Loeb is that architects don't know how to explain their work to
civilians. #aiachat
RT @IngaSaffron: One thing I've learned anew during my year as a
Harvard Loeb is that architects don't know how to explain their work to
civilians. #aiachat
RT @pmswish: Great idea! RT @ladyaia: A3. I challenge every
architect and firm to write a PR announc. every 60 days to improve
the perception #aiachat
Q7 I don't think social media has proved as useful for architectural
journalism as for other niches (present company at #aiachat
excepted)
Had to hop off the #aiachat - looking forward to reading the archives
for the stuff I missed (if I can sift through the spam! ;))
It was at least interesting. Our media chat invaded by spammers! Still
some great interactions today! #aiachat & #aiachatt
Or stats for normal tag #aiachat today. || Tweets about #aiachat
have reached 80,107 people via @tweetreachapp ||
http://t.co/UNQJeKJK
And last stats for normal #aiachat today. Big Number! 1 million
impressions! | Hashtracking report #aiachat | http://t.co/lQzAxE4l #
aiachatt
RT @kristoncapps: Q1 Traditional arch criticism is being subsumed
by broad-minded city/urbanism coverage. Criticism is not dying, it's
evolving. #aiachat
@kristoncapps: Q1 Trad arch criticism is being subsumed by
broad-minded urbanism. Criticism not dying, it's evolving + more
online #aiachat
RT @IngaSaffron: It's interesting to see cult interest in film Urbanized
and in tactical urbanism projects. Do people see that as arch? #
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aiachat
RT @architectmag: Q4 Do: Send an email. Don't: Leave a voicemail.
Absolutely never: Call following up on the email you just sent. #
aiachat
What a day! Lost connectivity at the beginning of #aiachat, then had
the chat flooded with spam. AIA Chatters hung in there, tho. Thank
you!
Bummed I missed this in realtime, but it's interesting to comb through
the remains for interesting bits. #aiachat
RT @IngaSaffron All newspaper criticism is suffering - art, music,
dance. The difference is arch crit affects how people live. #aiachat
RT @carolinetiger: RT @IngaSaffron All newspaper criticism is
suffering - art, music, dance. The difference is arch crit affects how
people live. #aiachat
RT @IngaSaffron: It's interesting to see cult interest in film Urbanized
and in tactical urbanism projects. Do people see that as arch? #
aiachat
I wanted to follow along and participate, but the spamming of the
aiachat hashtag has made today's c
Architecture and the media: Critic and criticism-packed Twitter chat
today http://t.co/mcCUDuFu #aiachat #aiachatt

